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Be part of creating a great children’s hospital

Design Team gets straight to work

SOME OF THE SPEAKERS AT THE DESIGN TEAM LAUNCH ▲

The National Paediatric Hospital Development
Board (NPHDB) under the leadership of Chairman
Tom Costello is responsible for the design,
construction, fit-out, and commissioning plan of
the New Hospital and Satellite Centres.
A multi-disciplined team of outstanding capability and
expertise has been assembled to deliver the project.
Rest assured this is a team with a proven track record
in delivering large projects in healthcare as well as in
other sectors in Ireland and globally, it is also a team
that welcome your input to the design stage process.
Below are some samples of previous projects worked
on by team members.

Your project team

SAMPLES OF PROJECTS WORKED ON BY THE PROJECT TEAM ▲

EDITION 2

NCH Capacity Summary
General Acute Inpatient beds 322
Critical care paediatric and neonatology beds 62
Inpatient Beds 384
Day-Care Beds 85
Operating Theatres 14
Procedure Rooms 3
Consulting / Examination Rooms in Outpatients Dept 111*
Emergency Department (supported by two Satellite Centres) -
Assessment Cubicles 56*
Observation Beds 23*

Accommodation in the hospital
and two satellite centres

DESIGN TEAM MEMBERS ▲

WHAT’S IN THE HOSPITAL

NPHDB TEAM & DESIGN TEAM

Last month the Design Team Launch marked an important
milestone in our shared journey to create one of the finest
children’s hospitals in the world. This month the team are
busy exploring concepts, collecting and reviewing hospital
user inputs and accessing many alternative solutions and
considerations for all areas of the design.

Today marks another major milestone for the new children’s hospital.
It’s now full steam ahead. I expect the design team to finish its work in a
matter of months with a view to securing planning permission and beginning
site clearance and enabling works next year both at St James’s and in
Tallaght and Blanchardstown. Ireland’s children deserve a world class
hospital. We’ve been promising it, and talking about it for far too long. Let’s
get building.”
“

Minister for Health, Leo Varadkar. TD. SPEAKING AT THE DESIGN TEAM LAUNCH

*DENOTES ACCOMMODATION IN THE HOSPITALAND 2 SATELLITES
NOTE: BED NUMBERS SUBJECT TO CHANGE DURING DESIGN PROCESS

▲ AT THE DESIGN TEAM LAUNCH

▲ TOM COSTELLO (CHAIRMAN NPHDB)

▲ BENEDICT ZUCCHI ▲ ORLA JACKMANN (YAC)

FROM LEFT;
LORCAN BIRTHISTLE (CEO. OLCHC), EILÍSH HARDIMANN, (CEO. CHG), MINISTER LEO VARADKAR TD.
MONABAKER(CEO. TSCUH), BENEDICT ZUCCHI (BDP), DAVID SLEVIN (CEO. TALLAGHT HOSPITAL) ,



ALDER HAY - ARCHITECTS VISUALISATION OF CENTRAL AREA

The Youth Advisory Council (YAC) shared their ideas
and enthusiasm for child and adolescent friendly
design with BDP architects, Benedict Zucci and Kirsten
Irwin, and the hospital design co-ordinators. They
described their vision for a hospital that includes a
‘shopping mall’ type entrance with ‘cool’ shops and
popular retail eateries.

They were interested to hear about single rooms but
highlighted that children and teenagers need a place to chill
and hang-out with each other. Areas should be available that
are suitable for all ages; toddlers to adolescents. They would
like the hospital experience to be home away from home, so
they need access to technology that will enable them to chat
to their friends, play games, read, watch movies and order
any food they like at any time of the day! Many of the YAC
team are now young adults, so we need more children and
adolescents from the three hospitals to join in and keep us all
informed on what is really important to a child in hospital and
how the design can create a therapeutic environment.

YAC Engagement

Fiona Ward HOSPITAL DESIGN COORDINATOR
CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL GROUP
Mobile 087 646 4912 Email fiona.ward@nph.ie

Deirdre Coakley HOSPITAL DESIGN COORDINATOR
CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL GROUP
Mobile 087 1474212 Email deirdre.coakley@nph.ie

Paul Harding HOSPITAL DESIGN COORDINATOR
CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL GROUP
Mobile 087 2034122 Email paul.harding@nph.ie

Add your voice, your experiencewill help to inform the design decisions that are defining our new hospital.

working together for our children
new children’s hospital

NPHDB PROJECT OFFICE Hospital 7, Rialto Gate, St. James’s Hospital Campus, Dublin 8.
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The groups include; Dr. Emma Curtis, Prof Owen Smith, Ms.
Orla O’Brien, Ms. Deirdre Sheehan, Mr. John Kelly (lean spe-
cialist), Prof. Alan Irvine, Ms. Suzanne Dempsey, Mr. Eoin
Power, Dr. Martin White, Ms. Rachel Kenna, Dr. Ciara Martin,
Mr. John Gillick, Dr. Stephanie Ryan, Dr. Colin McMahon, Ms.
Anne O’Brien, Dr. David Coghlan, Dr. Cormac Breatnach and
Mr. Fergus Ashe.

Hospital staff have taken part in four workshops to
determine the best location and critical adjacencies for
theatres, paediatric ICU, in addition to analysing where is
the best position for the outpatients department, to achieve
good patient flow and access for patients. Options for in-
patient ward layouts were reviewed and key issues dis-
cussed included ease of nursing management of patients
with respect to visibility, infection control and management
of supplies and support services. All that work was pulled
together by the design team and discussed in detail by the

Hospital Staff & Design TeamWorkshops
A Hospital Design Working Group (HDWG) has been formed to consider high level options
for the location of departments within the hospital as part of Stage 1 Design. The Hospital
CEO’s have nominated representatives across all disciplines to act as champions in their
area of expertise to work with members of the project team under the direction of John
Pollock and Phelim Devine, from NPHDB and lead architect Benedict Zucchi from BDP.

WORKSHOPS & USER GROUPS

YOUR HOSPITAL DESIGN COORDINATORS ARE IN YOUR HOSPITALS ON A REGULAR BASIS, CALL IN TO THE NEXT DROP IN SESSION.

HDWG on the 21st October and will contribute to how the
hospital will take its shape and form.

Over the next 6-8 weeks, teams of hospital staff will review
a selection of standard rooms (there are approximately
5,000 rooms in the hospital) such as inpatient rooms,
clinical examination rooms, baby change rooms, toilets, etc, to
decide how the rooms will be designed and what goes into
them.

The design and project team hope to complete phase 1 of
design by Christmas 2014, so that they can progress into
detailed departmental design in the new year. At this time,
the user groups from the different clinical specialties will
engage with the architects from the design team.Your
hospital design co-ordinators will be in touch to organise
when this process is initiated, please see contact details
below.

MINISTER VARADKAR WITH MEMBERS YAC ▲

WHAT’S YOUR VIEW?

ENGAGE FOCUS AREA - OFFICE SPACE

GET INVOLVED - YAC EMAIL CONTACTS

GUIDING DESIGN PRINCIPLES: Child- centred and family focused / Evidence Based / Innovation & Quality / Technology / Functional / Environmental / Sustainable / Building Services /
Cost & Value Management / Comfortable & Attractive / Adaptable

▲

grainne.dowdall@cuh.ie / brenda.ryan@olchc.ie / charlotte.odwyer@amnch.ie

WHAT’S YOUR VIEW?

A mix of different working spaces are required with built in flexibility. For example some
tasks benefit from collaborative working while others will have to allow for privacy and
confidentiality. Dividing acoustic screens will be used to achieve quiet areas within the open
plan area and create breaks within the space.

Delivering PurposefulWork Spaces
The work environment has seen immense change in recent years, having to adapt and evolve, largely due to changes in
technology and a shift towards activity based work settings. As the new children’s hospital and satellite centres will be
paper light and have full ICT network access, the plan is to provide offices with an emphasis on appropriate spaces. It’s
about openness, flexibility, collaboration and communication. This open plan office design principle will promote
interdisciplinary and cross-speciality working and applies to all hospital staff. It also ensures areas can adapt to future
expansion and changes in service models. ▲ Design features and details can add variety,

colour, departmental grouping and privacy to
support spaces such as meeting rooms.

The open plan offices will have break-out
spaces, assigned work stations, meeting /
interview rooms, alternative quiet workspace,
photocopying, filing, tea/coffee stations and
restrooms.

OFFICE IMAGES BELOW: PwC Newcastle & PwC Edinburgh. Design by BDP, Photography by David Barbour


